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Abstract. It is perhaps surprising that something as fragile as a microscopic droplet
could possibly form a laser. In this article we will review some of the underpinning
physics as to how this might be possible, and then examine the state of the art in the
field. The technology to create and manipulate droplets will be examined, as will the
different classes of droplet lasers. We discuss the rapidly developing fields of droplet
biolasers, liquid crystal laser droplets and explore how droplet lasers could give rise to
new bio and chemical sensing and analysis. The challenges that droplet lasers face in
becoming robust devices, either as sensors or as photonic components in lab on a chip
devices is assessed.
Submitted to: Rep. Prog. Phys.
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1. Introduction
The first laser demonstration in 1960 by Theodore Maiman [1] probably fixes in the
mind the classic idea of a laser resonator, and for anyone learning about the subject at
high school, the simple schematic of a laser gain material sitting between two mirrors is
one that will not need much amending throughout a future scientific career. However
it is perhaps not so widely appreciated that one of the very earliest demonstrations
of stimulated emission came in a much different experimental configuration, that of
a spherical resonator [2]. The mirrors of the conventional resonator were replaced by
another simple physical property we learn about at school, total internal reflection,
enabling the sphere to act as a high quality resonator. If we fast forward to the present
day, this early work has inspired much of the exciting development in high Q resonators
and their applications in areas such as optomechanics [3].
The idea of a spherical laser resonator has application in a different direction. While
much of the work on optomechanics centres around the idea of a stable solid resonator
in spherical or disc form, there are other ways to make spheres than using what typically
amounts to very small glass balls. Since the 1970s work has been carried out which makes
use of liquid droplets acting as resonators, which is a natural extension of the physics
behind a rainbow, but internalising all the light, rather than a double (or higher order)
refraction process. The challenge is, of course, that droplets are inherently much less
stable than solid particles, and are far more susceptible to environmental perturbations
than their solid counterparts. They are also, in general, rather more difficult to control,
to create and to handle.
Nevertheless, droplet resonators are indeed viable as lasers, and the sensitivity
of droplets does give rise to some advantages, in terms of tunability and possibly
detection sensitivity. Moreover for probing certain kinds of biological processes, the
ability to encapsulate the system under study highlights an attractive benefit of liquid
over solid. Limitations remain of course - droplet lasers, while offering microscopic
sensing opportunities and the ability to probe basic light mater interactions, offer little
opportunity for scaling, and the complexity of implementing environmental control
systems may outweigh any advantages. The field remains buoyant despite these
challenges, and new demonstrations look very promising in the field of biolasers moving
away from simple droplet systems containing nothing but a laser dye.
In this report we will examine the field of droplet lasers, covering basic background
theory, discuss related work in optomechanical and optofluidic sensing, offer a thorough
review of the literature of the field and a commentary on the state of the art and future
directions for the field.
1.1. Historical Development of Droplet Lasers
The first spherical resonator [2] to act as a laser was made from CaF2:SM++, cooled
using liquid hydrogen and built at Bell Laboratories in 1961, figure 1. It was flash lamp
pumped with a threshold of 20W/cm2. This work, as well as being one of the first works
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in the laser era, drew on much older work, starting from the description of a “Whispering
Gallery Mode” (WGM) first quantitatively examined by Lord Rayleigh in the early 20th
century [4] [5]. Rayleigh considered a problem related to acoustic wave propagation in a
spherical cavity, which is named after the ‘Whispering Gallery’ in St. Paul’s Cathedral
in London. In the Gallery, in the dome of the cathedral, sound can propagate around
the internal surface such that a whisper at one side of the Gallery will propagate around
to someone listening at some other point around the circumference. This basic piece of
physics underpins the the ability to create droplet lasers.
Figure 1 about here.
Rayleigh’s work would inspire others to examine how different types of waves would
propagate in media other than free space, and another early piece of work relevant to
spherical resonators was the work by Richtmeyer at Stanford in 1939 [6], where shaped
dielectrics were considered and a spherical dielectric resonator was analysed on the way
to more a complex dielectric ring, with a view to applications in electrical communication
systems. The Richtmeyer analysis laid out that a Q value could be defined for such a
resonator by:
Q = ω
energy stored
power radiated
, (1)
where ω is the angular frequency of the resonant field. Q values of the order of 106
were theoretically predicted indicating that such spheres could act as extremely high
quality resonators. Richtmeyer also described the field in terms of the “resonant modes
of oscillation” supported by the sphere. Exploitation of the ideas in the form of a laser
would have to wait a further 22 years in the form of a sphere and a little later in the
form of a ring, e.g. [7].
While droplet lasers were still someway off, one of the key challenges for their
future development would be partially solved in the 1970s with the advent of optical
manipulation techniques [8]. A droplet cannot easily rest on a surface without spreading,
and so if one wishes to make a laser then the droplet must either pass through the
excitation beam, or must be localised in some way. Arthur Askhin and colleagues
over the course of a decade devised and refined techniques that could straightforwardly
localise a particle in both liquid and in air [9]. These techniques worked using the
radiation pressure of light to hold falling particles against gravity, making use of
microscopic particles, rather than the much larger millimeter size particles previously.
Thurn and Keifer also carried out similar work in the mid-1980s levitating solid spheres
in air and taking Raman spectra from them [10].
Ashkin also made a further significant step towards a laser by showing that optical
resonances could be observed in these micro-particles in the form of optically levitated
droplets, both silcone oil [11] and subsequently in water [12]. The resonance peaks
observed allowed the droplets to be sized very accurately, to around 1 part in 105 or 106
making use of Mie scattering theory.
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The big breakthrough came from the main pioneering group of droplet lasers,
Richard Chang’s, working at Yale. In 1980 they reported the results of experiments
to observe resonance in a fluorescing microsphere, laying the path for the first dye
doped microparticle lasers. The polystyrene spheres used were 9.92µm in diameter,
dispersed in water and were doped with an unspecified dye and pumped by a 457.9nm
continuous wave Argon-ion laser. The excitation beam caused fluorescence to occur,
which was then trapped within the cavity formed by the droplet, and resonance peaks
associated with the cavity excited modes were then observed.
It was Chang’s group who then took this one stage further producing, in 1984, the
very first microdroplet laser, in a continuous flow of dye doped droplets [13]. Before
discussing this work in more detail, we turn our attention to some of the background
theory for whispering gallery mode resonators.
1.2. Whispering Gallery Mode Resonator Physics
We note that there a number of reviews looking at whispering gallery mode resonators,
also called morphological dependent resonances (MDRs) mainly focusing on more
general cavity types than droplets, however much of the basic theory is similar.
Throughout this work, the terms WGM and MDR can be considered interchangeable,
and appear in different contexts depending on how the original works involved made
use of the terms; we will refer to WGMs. More detail can be found in [3, 14, 15, 16, 17]
(among others) but we highlight the key concepts below.
In order to confine light within a droplet, the refractive index of the droplet
must be higher than the surrounding medium to enable total internal reflection. This
results in light that hits the droplet at greater than the critical angle, given by
θc = sin
−1(ns(ω)/nl(ω)), where ns is the refractive index of the surrounding medium,
nl is the refractive index of the droplet liquid and ω is the frequency of the light. A
simple cartoon of the optical confinement and the droplet mode structure can be seen
in figure 13 (c) and (d).
Light trapped in such a spherical droplet can circulate a whole number of
wavelengths must fit around the cavity:
2pirnl = mλ (2)
where λ is the wavelength of the light, and r is the droplet radius and m is the
angular mode number, denoting the number of modes around the circumference of
the droplet boundary. This is often expressed in terms of a size parameter, x, where
x = 2pir/λ, noting that λ/nl is the wavelength in the droplet medium.
The positions of the cavity resonances, taking account of the fact that the cavities
can support both TE and TM modes, can be found using asymptotic or Lorenz-Mie
calculations [18, 19] to be:
λ−1 =
1
2pirnl
[
m+
1
2
+ 2−1/3α(p)
(
m+
1
2
)1/3
− κ
(n1r − 1)1/2
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+
3
10
2−2/3α2(p)
(
m+
1
2
)−1/3
− 2−1/3
(
n2r −
2
3
κ2
)
α(p)
(
m+ 1
2
)−2/3
(n2r − 1)3/2
]
(3)
nr is the relative refractive index = nl/ns and L is the cavity circumference. For
TE modes κ = nr and for TM modes, κ = 1/nr. α(p) denote the roots of the Airy
function. p is the radial mode number, which accounts for the number of modes along
the radius of the droplet. A third quantum number can be defined, the azimuthal mode
number, l, accounting for the modes in the azimuthal direction. In the case of the
perfectly spherical resonator the m modes corresponding to a given l are degenerate
(2l+1 modes). In the case of a droplet, deformation can lift the degeneracy, leading to
a frequency for each mode given by [20]:
ω(m) = ω0
(
1− e
6
[
1− 3m
2
l(l + 1)
])
(4)
where ω0 is the frequency of the degenerate WGM in the undeformed sphere. e is
the sphere eccentricity.
As noted above each optical cavity has an associated Q factor, which can be written,
often in preference to equation (1) in the form Q = ωτ where τ is the cavity ring-down
lifetime, and is a different way of expressing the energy storing ability of the cavity.
This Q factor can then be broken down into a serious of components, each of which
introduce loss into the system. These can be expressed as:
Q−1 = Q−1scatt +Q
−1
rad +Q
−1
mat +Q
−1
cont (5)
where Qscatt is the scattering loss factor due to surface inhomogeneity, Qrad is the
radiative loss factor and Qmat is the material loss factor. The final loss factor is due to
external contaminants during fabrication, Qcont, and is specific to solid particles rather
than liquid droplets, and so can be ignored in these applications.
The different Q factors can be expressed as follows:
Qscatt =
λ2r
pi2σ2rmsB
(6)
where σrms is the rms length of the surface inhomogeneity, B is the length of the
inhomogeneity (also called the correlation length). The form of Qscatt indicates that not
only are homogeneous spheres far better cavities, but that larger cavities perform better
than smaller ones. The surface inhomogeneity length is driven by thermal fluctuations
and is given by [21]:
σrms =
[
kBT
4piγ
]1/2
(7)
with γ being the surface tension of the droplet, kB the Bolztmann constant and T
the temperature. For a droplet made of water and glycerol, Jonáš et al [22] estimate
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that for a 130µm diameter droplet that σrms ≈ 0.07nm and B is ≈ 6.3nm, giving
Qscatt ≈ 1.7× 1011. In the case of a droplet sitting on a hydrophobic surface [22], these
fluctuations, for example, limit the effective measured Q factor to ∼ 106.
The material loss factor is:
Qmat =
2pinl
αλ
(8)
The term α is the linear absorption coefficient and indicates that this is primarily
a loss mechanism to do with absorption. For the droplet in [22] Qmat ≈ 5× 107.
Finally, the radiative loss accounts for losses due to the curvature of the cavity and
again tend to be greater for smaller cavities with higher radii of curvature, Following
[14] this has the form:
Qrad ≈ l
nl
exp
[
2lg
(
1
nl
)]
× exp
[
−2
√
n2l − 1
nlx− l
nl
]
(9)
where g(1/nl) = −
√
1− (1/nl)2+arg cosh(nl). x is the size parameter. Modes near
the equator of the droplet will tend to have a higher overall Q value, and for perfect
spheres, Qrad > 1011.
The measurement of the mode spectrum for a droplet is important as it enables
the physical parameters of the droplet to be calculated. In particular the radius of the
droplet can be found for the degenerate case by [23]:
r =
λ2
2pins∆λ
tan−1(n2r − 1)1/2
(n2r − 1)1/2
(10)
where ∆λ is the difference between two adjacent modes, λm and λm+1. Typically
mode shifts will be observed as the droplet changes in size, but it has also been predicted
recently that for droplets with a very low interfacial tension (making use, for example,
of mixed oil phases for the droplet and surrounding media), that even a single photon
may be able to induce radiation pressure based shifts [24]. This has, however, not been
experimentally demonstrated yet, nor applied specifically to droplet lasers.
Interestingly in the majority of droplet laser work there is little consideration of
the output power, other than to say there is a threshold and the output grows in the
expected fashion for increasing pump power beyond this point. This is largely to do with
the challenges in measuring the output definitively, and often for practical purposes the
output seems to be almost too low to comfortably note. In the literature there is little
detailed consideration of the laser characteristics, but there is some simple modeling
considering the droplet as a ring dye laser [25, 26]. The output power from a typical
dye laser droplet can be written as [25, 27]:
Pout ∼ A(a, λ)
λ3
g0(λ)β(a, λ) (11)
where A(a, λ) is lasing cross section of the WGMs, β(a, λ) is the output efficiency
and g0(λ) is the dye gain spectrum.
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1.2.1. Whispering Gallery Mode Resonators as Sensors In this short section we make
a slight digression from the main topic of this review, to consider what droplet lasers
are not very good at, local sensing. The big challenge with droplets is the difficulty in
monitoring perturbations to the droplet surface, and for most sensing applications this
is typically where the particulates to be sensed will start. Even with droplets containing
the particles of interest there are challenges with droplet size versus diffusion of the
particle to a point within the cavity where the field is sufficient that any perturbation
or change can be measured.
The broad field of whispering gallery mode sensors using solid cavities [15], [28]
is mature and has a wide range of demonstrated sensing capabilities, as well as more
fundamental applications in the study of optomechanics. This far and away outstrips
the utility to date of droplet lasers, which are an unusual subset of active media within
the typically passive cavity sensor field. A comprehensive overview of the field in its
current state is given in a very recent review by Foreman et al [29].
Solid WGM resonators differ in a number of key respects from liquid ones: they
are environmentally stable; offer more flexible coupling mechanisms; can sustain more
straightforwardly surface particulates; can have their external environment changed
more easily; and can be produced in far more controlled ways than droplets, with a
wider range of shapes possible. As such they offer great flexibility and while embedding
objects within solid WGM resonators is in most cases redundant, they can also be
made to act as lasers [30], [31], [32], with recent reports showing lasers made from
microspheres as small as 10µm [33]. This enables a much wider range of materials to be
used, in principle, for solid WGM lasers. The production of a laser results in a narrowing
of the cavity linewidth, giving a higher Q than in a passive cavity. Other shapes of laser
are readily produced [34], [35]: a recent review on the topic was carried out by He et al
[36].
The focus of work on WGMs has been on sensing, and they have been used to
examine the detection of biomolecules, viruses and other small particles [37]. As an
example, Vollmer, Arnold and King [38] made use of a microsphere to detect the real
time presence, in a label free manner, of a single Influenza A virus. The binding of the
virus to the 80 µm diameter sphere, which was acting as a WGM resonator at the time,
leads to to a wavelength shift in the mode structure. The sphere is produced from a
tapered fibre tip and is placed into a solution containing the particles to be detected.
The interaction of the internal evanescent field within the cavity and an external particle
leads to a drop in energy inside the cavity. As there must be a conservation of the number
of cavity photons, there has to be an accompanying frequency shift, given by:
~∆ωr ≈ −αex
2
〈
E(rv, t)
2
〉
(12)
where αex is the isotropic excess polarisability and 〈E(rv, t)2〉 is the time average of
the field at the external particle’s position rvdue to a singe photon resonant state. The
mass and volume of the detected particles can also be inferred from these techniques.
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Similar approaches can be used for detection of proteins [39] and adsorption kinetics,
both in passive [40] and active cavities [41], as well as cancer biomarkers [42].
Other applications include temperature sensing [43], with resolution at the
nanoKelvin level [44] possible, making use of the different shifts in the TE and TM
modes within the cavity to actively stabilise the temperature. Pressure sensing can
be achieved,using, for example, hollow microspheres [45] or, more sensitively, using
an external membrane transducer [46]. Sensing of external fields, through effects like
electrostriction [47], and their perturbation of the cavity modes, can be carried out with
high sensitivity: 900µm PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) spheres can be used to detect
applied fields of less than 10kV/m, with theoretical values for spheres filled with water
at around 500V/m.
Force sensing is another big area, often through the optomechanical coupling
between the cavity modes and mechanical resonances of the cavity or a external source.
With cryogenically cooled cavities, displacement sensitivities of 10−19 m/Hz1/2 have been
reported [48], with room temperature force sensitivities of 74aN/Hz1/2 with stabilities
of less than 1% over one minute [49]. This latter example makes use of an external
nanomechanical beam coupled to a silica microdisk resonator.
Gas sensing is also an important application area for sensitive WGM devices.
Adsorption on to surface coatings is one method used to shift the resonances, and this
can be used to create humidity sensors [50], along with detecting ethanol [51], hexane
[52], water [53] and other vapors [54, 55]. Changes in the surrounding refractive index
can also be used to produce resonance shifts for detection [56] (a technique applicable
for liquid samples too [57]), while chemical changes in dopants in the sensor cavity can
also be used to detect, for example, hydrogen [58].
As will become clear the scope of solid WGM sensing (and hence real world
applications) far outstrips those of their liquid counterparts.
2. Droplet Lasers
We now turn to, and concentrate on, WGM lasers that are made of liquid. In what
follows we will touch on the basic experimental setup for the vast majority of the
experiments to date, and discuss the development of the primary dye based laser
droplets, before examining some of the more niche laser areas including biologically
based lasing droplets, and important emerging areas such as liquid crystal droplet lasers.
2.1. Experimental Considerations
It is worth considering the seminal paper [13] from the Chang group demonstrating
the first droplet laser in a little detail, as the basic principles are common through
much of the subsequent work. While the sophistication of the sources and detectors has
improved, the general concept is the same in almost all cases.
Much of the Chang group work on laser droplets made use of a falling stream of
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droplets, made using a vibrating orifice droplet maker. Such a device is capable of
making monodisperse droplets - in this case ethanol droplets of 60µm in diameter. This
is estimated to be constant to 1 part in 104 over a period of minutes. The orifice vibrates
at 62kHz which results in a droplet being produced every 16µs. This results in a large
number of droplets with which to carry out experiments, but effectively means that
each laser droplet is a single shot device. Other methods for making droplets include
coagulation on a wire [59], resulting in droplets in the 100s of micrometer range and
nebulizers [60] which produce droplets typically in the sub-ten-micrometre diameter
range when designed for medical applications.
The pump beam in this first experiment was a continuous wave Argon-ion laser
operating at 541.5nm. In later experiments it is much more usual to use a pulsed laser,
generally a Q-switched frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser operating at 532nm. Such
wavelengths in the green are well matched to common fluorescent dyes. In [13] the dye
used is Rhodamine 6G (the rhodamine family of dyes are a popular choice for laser
droplets). The pump light is focused to a spot a little more than three times the droplet
diameter (200µm). Emitted light from the falling droplets is then collected at 90◦ and
0◦ to the pump, and analysed using a spectrograph (the 90◦ light) and a photomultiplier
(the 0◦ light after filtering from the pump). This dual set-up enables the spectral output
as well as the temporal behaviour and threshold properties to be probed for a single
droplet, although systems with spectrographs and cameras are perhaps more common
now [61]. Typically these kinds of setups will observe WGMs, but for relatively large
droplets these are eliminated, e.g. as observed in [62].
The transition from simple fluorescence to lasing is shown in figure 2, while the key
change in intensity as a function of pump power is shown in figure 3.
Figure 2 about here
Figure 3 about here
In this experiment the laser threshold intensity is found to be ∼35W/cm2, orders
of magnitude lower than for similar dye in a conventional dye laser; the laser output
occurs at wavelengths roughly between 595 - 605nm, overlapping with the WGMs of the
cavity, and shows evidence of relaxation oscillations. Note that for a dye laser droplet
the threshold can be calculated using [63]:
γth(λ) =
2pinl
nTλQ
+ σabs
nT
+ σa(λ)
σa(λ) + σe(λ)
(13)
where, γth is the threshold fraction of exited molecules needed for laser action at
the wavelength λ; σabs is the absorption loss of the absorbing dye; nT is the number
of dye molecules per unit volume; while σa and σe are the stimulated absorption and
stimulated emission cross sections of the dye. Q is the cavity Q-factor (eqn (5)).
The types of dye used in laser droplets are fairly limited. They are typically pumped
at 532nm. Some of the properties of the most common are listed in Table 1. Note that
Nile red’s emission properties change as a function of the solvent used. Some further
information on droplet laser thresholds is given in [64].
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Table 1: Properties of common laser dyes used in laser droplets
Dye Typical Pump Typical Emission bandwidth Emission Peak
Rhodaamine 6G 532nm 558-588nm 567nm
Rhodamine 640 532nm 611-662nm 621nm
Rhodamine 560 532nm 541-583nm 563nm
Rhodamine B 532nm 586-613nm 590nm
Fluorescein 548 532nm 540-575 548nm
Nile red 532nm 565-657nm -
A final note is on the coupling of light into droplets: as outlined above this typically
takes the form of free space coupling, but evanescent coupling via tapered fibres is also
possible [65, 66]. Evanescent coupling in this way is very common for solid cavities, but
obviously is more challenging for droplets.
2.2. Gain Media and Laser Types
Reviewing the literature on laser droplets highlights that the demonstration of the
concept is the main focus, but work can be sub-categorised according to the type of
gain media or the gain mechanism. Gain can be achieved through using conventional
dyes, or through processes such as FRET (Förster resonance energy transfer) or the
presence of quantum dots. Here we overview the different types of gain media and laser
types. The following section deals with the technological approaches to handling droplet
lasers.
2.2.1. Fluorescent dyes The bulk of work carried out on laser droplets has made use
of common fluorescent dyes. Much of the initial work in the field is encapsulated in the
major work by Richard Chang’s group [67] examining the liquid-air interface formed by
the droplets. This work uses the same basic set-up as [13] but the switch is now made to
the more common nanosecond pulsed lasers in more contemporary work. The dyes used
are rhoadamine 590 or rhodamine 640. Colour photographs taken of the falling droplets
highlight that the excitation light is only visible at the front and back surfaces. This
is due to the fact that the excitation is illuminating the whole droplet and undergoes
focusing as it enters. The laser emission is seen to occur only around the circumference
of the droplet at the liquid air boundary, confirming that the intense field needed to
meet laser threshold conditions is satisfied at the cavity edge. Also highlighted is the
extension of earlier work looking at WGMs and fluorescent spectra [68] to make use of
laser output, and an important confirmation that the droplets need not be spherical for
lasing to be obseved.
This latter point is analyzed in more detail by considering chaotic ray dynamics in
the droplets [69]. This work examines the properties of a droplet laser as a partially
closed chaotic resonator and how the properties change as the droplet deforms. Mode
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splitting via deformation leads to refractive loss and hence the Q is degraded. In the
spherical limit loss is minimal, but where loss occurs, the Q is significantly impacted.
The point of the escape of the field corresponds to a process called the "Kolmogorov-
Arnold-Moser(KAM)/Lazutkin transition" which is the point where a Hamiltonian
system transitions to chaos. The theory explains the different patterns of light seen
in prolate and oblate deformed droplets.
The early Chang group work is clear in demonstrating a number of phenomena
but does not probe the details. The work of Lin et al. [70] started to broaden the
discussion, also using Rhodamine 590, but this time dissolved in water to minimise the
mode competition from stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), by effectively suppressing
the SRS threshold compared to that found in ethanol. Using an accurate measure of
the threshold intensity they calculate a Q value for the cavity of ∼ 104. Other firsts
include the first detailed assignments of the mode features, with a consideration of
the appearance of TE and TM modes, demonstrated by the modes after polarisation
filtering. This is followed up in considerably more detail in later work by the same group
[25, 71]. Also addressed is a more general consideration of the laser emission, looking
at the angular properties. This leads to the conclusion that the droplet has a wide
range of emission regions all formed round great circles within the sphere with their
own orientation.
Biswas et al. were the first to look at the details of the temporal behavior, with
Rh 6G in either water or ethanol. Of note is the fact that the laser emission has a
faster rise time than dye solution in the bulk phase and compared to SRS phenomena.
They offer some explanation for this latter point, in that the absorption is higher in
dye doped droplets, meaning a longer time is needed to build up the resonances that
support SRS, as well as the fact that lasing and SRS may couple to the same mode,
resulting in competition and hence some delay. The study also suggests that such lasers
can show relaxation oscillations, a point which is discussed, with a calculation of the
period of relaxation, in more detail in [72].
In [73] the effect of pump power and laser dye concentration are studied. As these
are increased the laser peak linewidths are seen to increase; if the excitation beam size is
altered from above the droplet diameter to below at fixed power then the spectra show
more complex structure, explained as possibly being due to different coupling efficiencies
to different mode orders.
Other pumping mechanisms were examined in this early period of work, with the
Chang group exploring two-photon pumping [74]. Courmarin dye as well as Rh 6G was
explored, dissolved in ethanol. The pump source for Courmarin was a pulsed 532nm
source, passed through a Stokes shifted gas cell to enable pumping at 629.9nm, with
the laser emission then at 455-460nm, while a pulsed 1064nm laser was used as the two-
photon pump for the Rh 6G in ethanol. Lasing using fluorescent dye (DASPI) under
two-photon excitation was also demonstrated [75].
As well as exploring pumping options, a consideration of the effect of adding things
other than dye molecules into the droplets was needed - the first example was provided
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by Armstrong et al [76]. In this work the ethanol droplets were doped with fluorescein
548 dye as well as a sol (a colloidal suspension of very small particles in a liquid) made
from sub-micron polystyrene spheres in the range 25-500nm. These particles are doped
with a red dye. The excitation beam pumps the fluorescein which in turn emits and
pumps the sol particles. Excitation peaks from the sol are not evident in the absence
of the dye, and hence the conclusion is that there is a Förster energy transfer process
at play. This was the first example of a FRET based droplet laser, a mechanism which
will be discussed further below.
The follow up to this work [77] reported on the effect of changing the concentration
of particles within the droplet (see also [78]). Here the latex particles added have no
dye, and so initially act to enhance the scattering within the droplet and improve the
number of modes visible. As the concentration increases the scattering loss gets higher
and suppresses the laser output. For a given dye concentration in the droplet and
given droplet size this suppression concentration (measured as the particle surface area)
is fixed, independent of particle size. This constancy is due to FRET processes, but
this time acting in a negative sense due to adsorbed dye molecules on the spheres being
further away from each other than in solution. Similar work was reported in [79] looking
at SRS suppression.
The presence of particles within the droplet can also impact on the spectral output
of the droplet. By making use of a suspended droplet attached to a wire it is possible to
probe the properties of a single droplet [80, 81]. Repeated excitation of the same droplet
can lead to a blue shift in the output spectrum, due to breakdown processes within the
droplet producing scattering centres, or due to the presence of nanoparticles [82], work
which has interesting parallels to current studies on random lasers [83], or later work on
lasing in ionic liquids [84].
Similar blue shifts can be seen for droplets when an absorber is added to the droplet
in addition to the dye (increased dye concentrations lead to a red shift) [63]. As the
absorber concentration increases, so does the blue shift, with bigger increases appearing
when the absorption spectrum of the absorber overlaps with the fluorescence spectrum
of the dye, a phenomenon that can be explained by introducing extra loss mechanisms
for the presence of the absorber into standard cavity models for dye lasers. Similar
effects are seen when the dye within the droplet is a saturable absorber [85].
More complex particles can also be added to the droplets with lasing being
sustained. Water/glycerol droplets with Rh 6G and a fat emulsion (which is highly
scattering) give enhancement of up to an order of magnitude in intensity output [86].
Droplets which would not normally lase can be made to do so by introducing the fat
droplets (’Intralipid’). This work, along with follow-up work [87], make claim to be
the first to make use of biological material within the laser droplet, and the suggestion
is that this technique could then be used to enhance detection capability for materials
such as biocolloids and biomolecules, as well as be useful in probing biological properties
in vivo, work which would not be realised for a further 20 years [88, 89]. Work by the
same group also explored other biomolecules, such as vitamin B2 [90] (and vitamin
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A by others [91]), demonstrating lasing of a material in which no bulk material laser
observation had been made.
Active colloidal suspensions have been demonstrated [92] where the droplet does
not contain a gain material such as a dissolved dye, but rather fluorescent particles
particles act as the gain medium. The droplets here are 100µm with a red fluorescent
powder of 1-2µm acting as the emitter. The lasing threshold can then be lowered by
adding in a scattering medium (the Intralipid discussed above). It is also of note that
the spectral narrowing of the laser output is not perhaps what might be expected as the
pump energy is increased, compared to the changes above and below threshold. It is
therefore worth considering carefully what constitutes lasing in such systems, with line
narrowing not being sufficient proof that lasing has occurred.
This idea of complex lineshapes is also considered in more conventional dye droplets
[93] using Rh 6G or Pyrromethene in 60µm diameter water droplets. Here it is found
that the spectral width is constant but then broadens when chemicals such as ethanol or
DMSO are used as the solvent. The width can change by as much as 30% at high pump
intensities. Using these differing solvents enables more complex feedback mechanisms
with the pump, including SRS generation. These interactions, not present in water,
make the output broaden, and could be due to four-wave mixing between the the laser
output from the dye and the SRS peaks from the solvent WGMs, since the spectral
broadening always follows SRS of the solvent.
In addition to colloidal dispersions within a droplet, core-shell ‘droplets’ perhaps
offer more control over the physical properties of the laser. A system with a glass bead
covered in a water/glycerin mixture with Rh 6G wa studied in [94]. A 7.9 micron radius
glass bead is used and when the liquid shell is between 14.5 microns and 0.4 microns.
The dynamics can also be probed as the layer evaporates. For the thinnest layers a
40nm blueshift in peaks and a dramatic increase in number of peaks is observed. In
this experiment, the droplets are levitated in an electrodynamic balance, then the glass
beads collide with them to make the laser device. The enhancement in number of peaks
is possibly due to mode enhancement/reduced loss through interaction with solid core.
There are issues however, due to possible core-shell interactions, which seem to increase
noise in the output spectra that is not observed in the absence of the core. The blue-shift
in the output spectrum is attributed to scattering by the Rh 6G precipitate.
Improvements in the technical measurements of cavity peaks, coupled with
better theoretical understanding of the process and computational tools to automate
mode assignments and strengths to cavity peaks started to enable more quantitative
measurements to take place. In [95] these improvements were bought together to
offer a detection resolution around 3cm−1. Technical enhancements included better
photomultiplier sensitivity as well as better detection electronics and A-to-D conversion,
leading to improved detection times (from ∼ 1 hour to ∼ 8 minutes). Active feedback
was also introduced to keep the droplet size constant over the acquisition period. By
offering this new highly stable and sensitivity detection efficiency the mode assignments
become accurate enough to then enable measurements of refractive index of the droplet,
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the temperature and temperature gradients within the droplet, as well as use this
information to calculate evaporation parameters such as cooling rate.
As with any laser system there will always be a need to try and improve the laser
quality - whether lasing droplets need significant beam parameter improvements is a
debatable point, however. One way of narrowing the laser linewidth is to use a narrow
linewidth seed laser, as demonstrated in [96]. In a droplet laser, more conventional
intracavity line narrowing components such as an étalon are clearly not feasible. A
narrowband dye laser illuminates the droplets as well as the pump beam, with the seed
laser ahead of the pump by a few nanoseconds. This delay enables the seed laser to build
up in preference to modes coupled to the cavity via spontaneous emission. In this way
modes from the two processes can overlap, and the seed laser can suppress modes which
do not and prevent them from achieving threshold. By tuning the seed laser onto one
of the cavity modes, the laser output intensity increases significantly and the linewidth
narrows.
Variations on the standard dyes used in most of the laser droplets are also possible,
with a notable example being the observation of a chemical laser, making use of a
chemiluminescent chemical from a light stick [97]. These sticks force chemical mixtures
together to produce light and are commonly seen at funfairs and fireworks displays.
In the case of a laser droplet the chemiluminescence process produces an excited dye
molecule which emits light. This internal production of light is sufficient to uniformly
pump the droplet and produce laser output. The threshold of the system can be
determined by adding in absorbing material into the droplet to suppress the output.
In this case the droplets are fairly large (∼2mm radius) and are produced as pendents
by forcing the liquid through a capillary where the droplets hang from the end. In the
case of a pendant emitter the emission intensity of the laser changes as the point at which
the measurement is made at different latitudes on the droplet. Since the pumping is
uniform this suggests that the variation in surface curvature at different latitudes leads
to changes in the output leakage rate. Pendant droplets are also considered in [98], and
used to enable frequency locking to a WGM in [99].
2.2.2. Quantum Dots With work being carried out on active particles within a droplet
to provide laser gain [92] it seems obvious to put slightly more interesting particles inside
to see what can happen. Quantum dots (QDs) are highly topical at present both in laser
media but also as biological tags and markers. The first work to make use of QDs placed
nanocrystal CdSe/ZnS particles into electrodynamically trapped water/glycerol droplets
(the glycerol, as in many of these types of experiments, helps to control evaporation of
the droplet) [100]. The droplets were around 10-40µm in diameter and pumped with a
532nm nanosecond laser. Multimode and single mode lasing is observed, depending on
the droplet size; high pump powers induced small amounts of droplet evaporation and
blue shifts in the output spectrum are observed. The pump laser also has an effect on
the droplet position within the trap, meaning extra control is needed to stabilise the
position to the micrometer accuracy needed, but Q values of at least 6.5×103 are still
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measured. This work was extended by Iftiquar et al [101, 102] who considered similar
droplets and quantum dots, again making use of a Paul trap to capture the droplet with
QDs and rhodamine dye added. The system was used to make estimates of the emission
cross section of the QDs, and also demonstrates the stability of the droplets using ultra
high speed imaging.
The ability to use QDs within droplets could be taken much further with the
development of stabilized emulsions providing the optical cavity. Work on this has
been carried out where the quantum dots form the droplet outer shell, encapsulating
toluene [103] in an aqueous environment. The QDs were CdSe/ZnS and cavity Q factors
of ∼5000 are recorded against a theoretical maximum of ∼9000 for 23µm spheres. QD
shell layers can be used to create lasers, which has been demonstrated in optofluidic
ring resonators [104], and so could possibly be extended to these new forms of Pickering
emulsion. Work demonstrating the optical trapping of droplets containing QDs [105]
also indicates that lasers should be possible from droplets that are not charged.
Tunable output emission using combinations of QDs and more stable output is
observed for WGMs using ionic liquids containing QDs under cw pumping (but not
laser output) [106], offering new options for lasing tuning. Ionic liquids are less prone
to evaporation than typical glycerol/water mixtures and may improve QD output
properties [107].
2.2.3. FRET Lasing FRET [108, 109] based lasing is interesting in that it might
enable real world applications in biosensing for laser droplets. FRET works through
an acceptor molecule being excited by the pump laser and then transferring this energy
over to an acceptor molecule which emits through fluorescence. The molecules must
be very close for the process to activate and is widely used in exploring dynamic
processes in, for example, protein interactions. The first example [77] of direct interest
here was one of the earlier works in the field, and has been applied in microfluidic
systems [110] (including non-droplet based optofluidic ring resonators [111, 112]) and
on superhydrophobic surfaces [113] using both conventional dyes as well as labelled DNA
complexes [114].
2.2.4. Biologically active media As discussed in subsection 2.2.1 there was a range of
early work making use of biological or biologically inspired material to produce droplet
lasers [92, 90, 115, 86, 87]. A small jump in terms of practicality and functionality was
made in [116] with the introduction of a superhydrophobic surface (a modified PLLA
surface with a contact angle of 157◦) to hold the droplets, in this case a vitamin B2
derived biomolecule, flavin mononucleotide, in water/glycerol droplets, Figure 4. The
bio-compatible surface can be patterned into microwells and so that many droplets can
be captured simultaneously. The wells can then be capped to produce a small device.
Figure 4 about here
A different form of biomaterial lasing was demonstrated by Jonas et al
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[60] by making use of common fluorescent proteins used in biological imaging.
Superhydrophobic surfaces are loaded with droplets with the Venus yellow fluorescent
protein; lasing is shown to be possible using a 488nm femtosecond pump laser. Droplet
sizes are typically in the range of 3-10µm radius. This experiment makes use of a
novel dye, but is fairly routine otherwise. The particular novelty lies in the secondary
experiment in which the droplet is loaded with E. coli bacteria which are able to express
the fluorescent protein, figure 5. Each droplet has 5-15 bacteria. In this way it is shown
that it is possible to create a laser using a “single micron sized fluorescent bacterial
cell”. Lasing can have an on/off behaviour due to the bacterium moving in and out of
the limited excitation volume within the droplet. Hence the method demonstrates the
significant potential for using droplets as biosensors through signal enhancement, but
flags up the limitations of relying on a technique where the thing being sensed must
be within the small excitation region at the rim of the droplet. Whether that object is
either subject to significant Brownian motion or can propel itself this offers a challenge
for real world applications.
Figure 5 about here
One of the major landmarks in the field of droplet lasers over the past few years
has been the use of biological material to act as the laser cavity, and the ability to
produce lasers within tissue making use of this idea. The primary work comes from
two publications, Humar and Yun [89] and Schubert et al [88]. Both focus on the
development of intracellular lasers, with the ultimate goal of producing optical barcodes
in the form of solid microspheres within cells. Each sphere can be uniquely identified
through its WGM spectrum and so introducing such beads into cells enables cells to
be tagged and tracked in fairly straightforward ways. If, for example, three beads were
introduced into a single cell then if the beads all had different fluorescent dyes embedded,
provided the output spectra were not overlapping, then 2×1011 cells could conceivable
be tagged based on the subtle differences in the size of the different spheres.
In [89] there is a wider focus than on just solid microspheres. Oil droplets that are
injected into cells, as well as natural lipid droplets inside cells, are considered, figure 6.
PPE oil is mixed with Nile red dye to produce droplets in the range of 4-20µm that are
injected into the cells. Droplets are then pumped using 5ns pulses of 535nm light, and
those with diameters larger than 7µm are found to display lasing, with thresholds at
the level of a few nanojoules per pulse, which is sufficiently low to not to damage the
cell or lead to undue heating effects.
Figure 6 about here
One of the interesting applications of this technique is that as the laser emission
spectrum is linked to the morphology of the droplet, any stress placed on the cell can
be monitored by observing the output behavior. As stress is applied, the shape change
leads to the lines splitting, which enables the major and minor axes of the droplet to be
determined. This in turn, for small deformations, enables a stress to be calculated with
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a force sensitivity of ∼20pNµm−2.
Additionally it is possible to create an intracellular laser without the need for an
external cavity to be injected into the cell. Making use of lipid droplets naturally
occurring in a cell, a laser can be created. Cells from pig tissue were treated with a
fluorescent dye which permeated into the lipid droplets, and the near spherical droplets
exhibited WGMs and lasing. However it is possible to take this even further, and look
at in-situ lasing. In the tissue matrix the cells are much more closely packed and so
the droplets have more random shapes, which has the consequence of increasing the
necessary pump power due to the lower Q factor. This can be overcome by injecting
collagenase into the tissue along with the fluorescent dye, helping to release the cells
from the tissue matrix, and results in more spherical droplets, lowering the threshold.
The cells can then be pumped by introducing an optical fibre through a needle hole.
The cells (adipocytes) near the fibre tip acted as lasers. It is also remarkable that cells
outside the treated area also demonstrated lasing, removing the need for the collagenase.
2.3. Liquid Crystals
A class of droplet laser that sits apart from the much of the rest of the work discussed in
this review is one that makes use of the droplet structure in a different way from spherical
cavities to create a resonator, and hence does not depend on WGMs. These are liquid
crystal devices and the resonator is formed due to the modulation of the refractive index
within the sphere, creating a Bragg resonator that possesses the properties of a photonic
band gap material. The first example of this type of system is presented in [117], figure
7. The liquid crystal material (a cholestic liquid crystal (CLC)) is doped with a laser
dye with the chiral nature of the CLC enabling the Bragg resonator to be formed
when dispersed in glycerol. The pump, as is standard, was a 532nm nanosecond pulsed
Nd:YAG. The sample containing the doped CLC spheres is placed on a microscope
slide and a single droplet is then pumped. Increasing the pump demonstrates a lasing
threshold, which decreases with droplet diameter, down to 15µm in this case. The
special cavity formed by the CLC gives rise to omnidirectional output of the laser,
and hence acts as a point-like source, which differs from the MDR lasers considered
elsewhere. Other differences include the fact that the lasing wavelength is determined
by the cholesteric pitch, which in turn is tunable by temperature, and hence 10’s
of nanometres tuning can be achieved in a linear fashion with a gradient of around
3.5nm/K. Phototunability may therefore be possible. These types of laser, breaking
away from the the need for MDRs may offer significant flexibility for future integration
of such devices. As the authors state, “The proposed procedure of making a CLC onion
microlaser by mechanical mixing is simple and straightforward and produces millions of
microlasers in a fraction of a second.”
Figure 7 about here
The same type of CLC microdroplet lasers can be further improved by adding
an azo-chiral dopant [118]. The dopant changes its isomerisation as it is illuminated
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with weak UV light, which has the effect of changing the interaction with the liquid
crystal and altering the pitch of the CLC droplet (which, as indicated above, controls
the laser output). In this way tuning over 23nm has been shown. With high intensity
UV illumination the isomerisation becomes very strong and distorts the CLC structure
such that laser stops. Hence the droplet laser can be turned on and off as well as tuned
by simple intensity control of the illuminating light.
Further control over lasing properties arises when comparing small to large chiral
nematic liquid crystal droplets [119, 120], where random lasing is observed for small
droplets, while band-edge lasing, with corresponding cavity resonance properties, is
observed in larger (typically greater than 10µm in diameter). Again simplicity is key,
as the emulsions are made by mixing, coating and deswelling, and changes in mixing
rates changes the size, enabling devices to be made that operate in the desired regime,
which can be detected by examining the linewidth properties of the output. Lasing is
also possible in inverted liquid crystal matrices [121].
Liquid crystal (LC) droplets can be made to act as MDR-based lasers and resonators
[122], and in [123] nematic LC droplets dispersed in water are used. A single droplet is
optically trapped using optical tweezers and then the output spectrum is monitored as
a surfactant (SDS, sodium dodecyl sulphate) is added to the water. The LC orientation
changes in response to the surfactant which has the effect of altering the output spectrum
of the laser, implying that the WGMs can be used to monitor the surrounding medium
with high sensitivity. The liquid crystal droplets are doped with Nile red dye, are around
14µm in diameter, and pumped with a pulsed 532nm laser.
More complex control over the laser properties and processes can be offered by
creating a double emulsion with an outside layer of CLC material encapsulating an
aqueous phase holding the laser dye [124]. Altering the type and combination of CLC
and dye materials enables a switch between different modes of laser operation (between
Bragg and MDR based lasers), due to the differing alignment of the crystal helical axes
in each case. Which mode the laser is operating in can be probed by examining the
temperature dependence of the laser output, as Bragg type lasing depends on this, while
multimode lasing peaks that do not shift with temperature are assigned to MDR based
lasing.
The fact that core shell particles, see figure 8 can be made like this implies that
other particles can be inserted into the core. In [125] magnetic nanoparticles are
placed into the aqueous phase in the core and this enables them to be manipulated
by the application of an external magnetic field, as well as droplet arrays (for example
close packed hexagonal arrays) to be formed. Again the laser output is tunable by
around 50nm through temperature control. This type of active control is well suited for
integration into microfluidic devices.
Figure 8 about here
Chiral microspheres made from LC material have also been shown to display lasing
behaviour [126], and improvements in materials have led to photoresponsive shell core
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lasers being produced [127], making use of photoisomerisation. Tuning was possible over
a range of 50nm from 590nm to 640 which can be reversed by storing the particles in the
dark for 12 hours - the possibility exists for combinations of materials to enable lasing
over the full visible spectrum, for example.
2.4. Other
It is worth noting a few other droplet based studies that fall outside our coverage
of lasers. The Chang group’s early work looked at other cavity enhanced droplet
possibilities, demonstrating stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), with the threshold
significantly lowered due to the cavity enhancement provided by the droplet [128]. SRS
was demonstrated in water as well as ethanol. This work would be the precursor for
the development of Raman droplet lasers. Further studies indicating the utility of
droplets as simple sensors was work examining shape distortions of falling droplets [68].
Here the droplets are illuminated with counter-propagating beams that initiate a shape
oscillation, The ethanol droplets are doped with Rhodamine 6G, and the fluorescent
signal is then monitored as the droplets oscillate. The morphological dependent
resonances are then monitored enabling, for example, a 25µm radius droplet change
in aspect ratio to be measured at the level of 0.001.
Nnonlinear effects such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) and
coherent Raman mixing [129], were made possible by the enhancement factor offered
by the droplet cavity. Campillo et al [130] offered an application for droplets to act
as cavity QED enhancers, in many ways a precursor of current work in the field, with
enhancements demonstrated of 120 in the emission spectrum of Rh 6G. The robustness
of modern microfabrication techniques for resonators for cavity QED work [131] makes
the use of droplet cavities largely redundant for sophisticated work, but this paper did
lay out some of the possibilities for the field.
3. Laser Control
In this section we consider the techniques necessary to control the localisation and
movement of droplets in more modern implementations of the original falling droplet
experiments. The quest for practical applications of droplet lasers requires stable
droplets and areas such as microfluidics, superhydrophobic surfaces and single droplet
manipulation methods are bringing about significant improvements in the ultility of
these fragile devices.
3.1. Optofluidics
While much of the work on laser droplets has been carried out in aerosols, the flexibility
of having the droplets as part of an emulsion has many attractions - localisation is
possible and parallelisation becomes plausible. Microfluidics has developed powerful
techniques for the production and control of mixed phase liquids [132] and droplets
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(often called digital microfluidics) [133] and is an obvious choice for new laser droplet
devices.
Typically a device will make use of a T-junction, figure 9, which produces a stream
of monodisperse droplets containing the laser dye. The droplets are formed in a second
liquid phase. In the first work of this kind [134] the droplets are 50µm water droplets
and are produced in an oil phase. The laser dye is Rh 6G or fluorescein. In this case
it was found that the relative refractive index between the two phases was too low to
support MDRs, so glycerol can be added to the water shifting the difference from 1.03 to
1.1, at which point MDRs are observed. The droplets stream past counterpropagating
optical fibres, one of which is used to excite the laser dye, the other to collect the output.
More sophisticated techniques involve the use of multiple dyes in the droplets, as
shown, for example, in [135]. The microfluidic system is similar to that used in [134] but
instead uses a four way junction into which two dyes and the oil phase flow (essentially
two opposing T-junctions). This enables droplets with alternating dyes to be produced
in a stream with sizes ranging from 20-40 microns. The generation frequency could be
varied between 25Hz and 3.6kHz. This enabled the switching of the laser emission to be
as high as 3.6kHz, which is primarily limited by the speed of the droplets, faster than
any dye laser at the time of the work. The dyes used were Rh 560 and Rh 640 and
the the droplets formed using benzyl alcohol due to its high refractive index (n= 1.54);
the oil phase was HDE-7500 with a refractive index of n=1.29, giving a high relative
refractive index between the two phases. The pump was a 532nm nanosecond laser.
Tuning can also be incorporated by allowing the droplets to dissolve in the bulk fluid,
hence changing size: tuning over 80nm can be demonstrated in this way [136].
Figure 9 about here
An important conclusion from such work is that the one of the main limitations
is the coupling of the system to large, expensive laser systems for the pump. There is
a necessity to replace these with more compact components for practical work - laser
thresholds could be brought down towards the levels provided by low power on-chip
lasers if higher refractive index contrast between the droplet and surrounding phase can
be engineered and if coupling into and out of the droplets can be improved.
Similar work [137] was demonstrated using a Fabry-Perot resonator formed by two
coated optical fibre end facets that the droplets pass through. Single mode operation is
observed for each of the dyes with a switching speed up to 1.28kHz.
A further level of sophistication can be introduced by controlling the position of the
droplets. Kuehne et al [138] make use of an electrowetting technique to move droplets in
and out of an excitation region. The laser cavity is formed by two of the electrodes. This
digital microfluidic system has passive droplets (dimensions about 2×2 mm) placed onto
the platform and then these can be moved to the point of interest, allowing droplets with
many dyes to be loaded at once. Dyes with coverage over the whole visible spectrum
are chosen to demonstrate the capability and are pumped by a pulsed UV source.
Alternative microfluidic strategies employ components of the chip as the optical
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resonator, as in the case of optofluidic ring resontaors (OFRRs) [110]. In these types
of system the droplets are produced in the microfluidic system and fed into a capillary
channel. The channel cross section then acts as the resonator, and a droplet passing
through the section that is being pumped will have some light coupled into it. This,
along with the Fabry-Perot designs, has the advantage over conventional WGM based
droplet microfluidic lasers in that the carrier and droplet relative refractive index is
no longer an issue, making experiments in which an aqueous phase can be used as the
laser possible: important if the goal is to carry out biological sensing. OFRR lasers also
should have more stable droplet sizes, leading to more stable outputs due to the removal
of shape and size oscillations. The output coupling of the light is more straightforward
than with a liquid droplet as a fibre, for example, can be directly coupled to the OFRR.
High Q values for the OFRR compared to droplet resonators may allow lower laser
thresholds to be achieved as well (up to six times lower reported in [110]). The control
possible in an OFRR can be demonstrated by using the downstream microfluidic chip
to mix two dyes into single droplets. If these contain a donor and acceptor dye then
by altering the concentrations it is possible to tune the output of the laser via FRET;
150nm tuning is shown in [110]. In addition to tuning this also suggests biosensing
applications may be possible. OFRR, of course, offer flexibility by simple integration
with microfluidics, and continuous phase flow, or even static fluid, may be more flexible
than droplets for many sensing applications. Work in this area is much more widespread
than droplet lasers per se [139, 140, 141, 142] and recent work has made use of quantum
dots [104] and FRET using quantum dots as donors [112]. Use of droplets in such
systems could improve the spatial control over the sensing region, but possibly not in
any significant way, and the extra components needed to make the droplets may make
systems unnecessarily unwieldy.
Something quite new in the field is a laser made from an array of droplets [143]
in which the periodic structure formed by the droplets provides the feedback rather
than the cavity formed by the droplet. The droplets in a microfluidic device form a
distributed feedback (DFB) structure, figure 10. The droplets are benzyl alcohol with
Rh 6G, immersed in mineral oil and are deliberately made too small to support WGMs;
the cross section of the channel is about 1.5 x 5 microns. The pump is a Nd:YAG
q-switched at 532nm and passes through a cylindrical lens to pump multiple droplets
simultaneously, while the output is single frequency at 586nm at the initial droplet
pitch. The period of the arrays can be tuned by altering the fluid pressure, which leads
to tuning of the laser output over a range of about 70nm. This type of device looks
plausible as an on-chip source (more so than a single droplet) that can be integrated
with on-chip spectrometers.
Figure 10 about here
Droplets can also be formed and held at the interface of a liquid and air. Making
use of inkjet printing Yang et al [144] placed a droplet of Rh6G-doped epoxy resin onto a
water-air interface. This then formed a floating optical cavity that could be pumped to
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form a laser. Moreover the droplet output could be tuned by altering the water surface
tension by changing the surfactant concentration used. This enabled the output to be
shifted around 10nm, and was seen to be bidirectional - an issue with more conventional
tuning strategies for droplets. The output shift could in turn be used to sense chemical
changes in the aqueous phase. As ethanol was added the interaction between the ethanol
and water molecules led to a change in the surface tension and hence a wavelength shift.
The theoretical sensitivity of this technique is estimated to be ∼ 6×103mol/ml, limited
by the cavity Q.
There are, of course, a much wider range of optofluidic lasers possible than those
made using droplets. A good short overview of the current technology and applications
can be found in [145].
3.2. Elastomers
Another way of embedding droplets into another substance is to place them into a
solid matrix rather than the liquid one of microfluidics. This enables the droplet to
be manipulated by the external manipulation of the matrix. In [146] work towards
this end was carried out using a methanol droplet containing Rh 6G and a surfactant
placed, using a needle, into an elasomer made with polysiloxane as it was solidifying.
The droplet formed was approximately 60µm in diameter. The most interesting thing
here is that the droplet could then be easily deformed by compressing the elastomer,
figure 11. This enabled the WGMs (no lasing in this case) to be tuned over 0.4nm from
a 0.03mm compression.
Figure 11 about here
By using a polymer droplet instead of an organic liquid, the stability of a laser
embedded within an elastomer can be improved [147]. Different dyes enable lasers
spanning over 100nm difference in output wavelength to be developed, and the same
type of tuning through mechanical deformation is possible; single mode operation is
found for droplets around 14µm in diameter. As elastomers (such as PDMS) remain
partially in a liquid state as they harden it may be possible to integrate waveguides into
the polymer to enable better output coupling from the lasers.
3.3. Droplet Formation and Localisation
Much of the earliest work on droplet lasers made use of streams of falling droplets,
which limits the majority of practical applications of the technique unless the focus is
on droplet dynamics. In this section we briefly review the core technologies used to
provide localisation of droplets in air. These broadly fall into four categories: optical
trapping, acoustic trapping, the electrodynamic balance and superhydrophobic surfaces.
Each has been used to trap and excite droplet lasers with differing degrees of control.
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3.3.1. Optical Manipulation Optical manipulation techniques fall into two categories:
those that rely on the radiation pressure force, and those that rely on the optical gradient
force, called optical tweezers. The first technique simply balances the optical pushing
force to hold a particle against gravity, and can move a particle over a given distance by
changing the optical power in the beam. Optical levitation was a very popular choice for
studies of aerosol droplets in the first flush of such experiments [148]. It is still used in
preference to optical tweezers in many cases due to the longer possible working distance
and the flexibility this enables in terms of sample chambers and environmental control,
e.g. [149]. The scattering force is given by:
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Optical tweezers [150] are a three dimensional optical trapping technique, outlined
in figure 12, and make use of the fact that the force on a particle in the potential well
formed by a focused laser beam is proportional to the gradient of the field. By focusing a
beam tightly, with a high numerical aperture microscope objective it is then possible to
generate a force that is able to overcome the effect of the scattering force. The gradient
force is given by:
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Figure 12 about here
An optical tweezers [151, 152] differs from a levitation trap in that changes in
power will not alter the particle position: to move the particle up and down the focal
point of the beam must be changed in some manner. Trapped droplet lasers have been
demonstrated, e.g. [153]. This work made use of Rh B doped water/glycerol aerosols
with diameters from around 8-11µm, and changing the droplet size resulted in tuning of
the output over 30nm. Note however that optically trapping aerosols is more complex
than in particles in liquid, and more consideration must be given to trapping parameters
[154].
Trapping in emulsion is equally possible (and possibly offers more flexibility). Work
has been carried out, as mentioned, trapping liquid crystal droplets [123], as well as more
conventional dye doped droplets [155]. In the latter work one of the key points raised is
the study of photobleaching of the laser dye (in this case Dil(3) in chlorofrom/immersion
oil droplets). With repeated exposure to the pump the dye molecules bleach, resulting
in a lower effective dye concentration within the droplet and a lowering of the self
absorption within the droplet. This leads to a blue shift in the output spectrum; the
photobleaching also leads to a reduction in output intensity.
Another popular technique in optical manipulation is that of optical stretching
[156]. A deformable particle is trapped by the output from two counterpropagating
beams and as the optical power is increased the particle deforms further, stretching
along the optical propagation axis. One might expect the particle to be squashed,
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deforming perpendicularly to the optical axis, but the transfer of momentum between
the particle and the light is such that stretching occurs. The technique is a useful
probe of the mechanical properties of soft matter, especially cells. The deformation
suggests that a trapped laser droplet could be tuned. This is shown in [27], in which
50µm oil droplets doped with Dil(3) dye are trapped in water. Tuning gradients of
around 0.5nm/W are reported for droplets with surfactant added, while for droplets
without, and hence stiffer, the tuning gradient is of the order of 0.1nm/W. Thermally
induced tuning is also observed indicating that much better thermal control is needed
or that dynamic shifts in the pump position is required. The droplets also suffer from
the oil dissolving, leading to a blue-shift in the output which is irreversible. Stretching
techniques offer interesting opportunities, but clearly suffer from stability issues. High
throughput systems might be of interest, combining the microfluidic techniques in [135]
with hydrodynamic stretching techniques such as [157].
Work discussed below [22] (subsection 3.3.4) concerning droplets on superhydropho-
bic surfaces makes use of a tapered optical fibre to couple into WGMs in a droplet. This
work makes use of a stationary droplet and a moving fibre. Making use of optical tweez-
ers enables the opposite to take place, with a trapped droplet moved so it can couple
light from a stationary fibre [66]. Quality factors in excess of 10×106 are measured, and
may offer the opportunity for complex control of photonic circuits.
A new phase of optical manipulation is currently underway in which the microscope
apparatus that is normally needed to create a trap (especially the microscope objective)
is replaced by a single optical fibre. Optical tweezers can be produced in this way
by shaping the end facet of the fibre [158, 159] or by shaping the beam output [160].
The ability to use fibres in this way opens up a range of possibilities for trapping in
more complex environments where it is not possible to place a high numerical aperture
objective, such as in vivo and in extreme environments such as engines or vacuum
systems. In [161] a fibre is used for the first time to act as a optical tweezers for a
liquid laser droplet. In this case the fibre is an ‘annular core fibre’ in which the trapping
light travels along a annulus that surrounds a central fibre core that carries the pump
light. The annulus has a cladding surrounding it, and the end facet is shaped into a
cone by grinding and polishing. This focuses the light in the cladding to form an optical
tweezers. DCM oil droplets of between 10 and 30µm in diameter can be trapped in
water by the 980nm trapping beam and are excited by a nanosecond 532nm laser. The
laser produced emits around 620nm, and as expected tunes with changing droplet size.
The droplet can be moved by moving the position of the optical fibre.
3.3.2. Acoustic Manipulation Acoustic manipulation of particles is very topical [162]
with a wide range of studies exploring ever more sophisticated tools to trap and move
particles, particularly in liquids. With the development of phased array techniques,
high frequency sources and borrowing tools and techniques from optical manipulation,
acoustic manipulation offers powerful high strength trapping capabilities. Acoustic
levitators are, at a basic level, very simple to produce, using a transducer and a reflector
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to create standing waves. Particles can then be trapped in the nodes of the ultrasonic
field, with the force exerted against gravity given by:
Fup = V ρliquidg = −∇ρ (16)
where V is the droplet volume, ρliquid is the droplet liquid density and p is the
pressure field generated by the standing wave. As such this is another form of gradient
trap; indeed a single beam acoustic gradient trap has recently been demonstrated [163].
Applying many of the more modern techniques to aerosols can be challenging
however due to impedance matching issues from the transducers into air, or because
the acoustic fields are generated via surface wave mechanisms, or the necessity for high
frequency sources to trap very small particles. However very simple devices can be made
to localise particles using standing wave geometries.
The first work to levitate a laser droplet made use of the type of standing wave
resonator shown in figure 13 [164]. It consists of a transducer and reflector. The
wavelength of the source was 6mm, which acts as the limiting size for the droplets
that can be trapped. Droplets of 750nl (radius 5.6mm) were produced using an piezo
droplet dispenser adding many droplets to get to the desired size. The droplets were
ethylene glycol with Rh 6G at a concentration of 0.02M, pumped with a nanosecond
532nm laser (at 10Hz repetition rate and 5ns pulses). The laser threshold was 0.5W. The
behaviour in this case was much the same as in previous work where the droplets were
falling, but the localisation enabled the same droplet to be probed multiple times, and
more or less identical droplets to be probed sequentially, producing multimode lasing
that is easy to reproduce.
Figure 13 about here
3.3.3. Electrodynamic Balance The use of ion traps, or electrodynamic balances
(EDBs), such as Paul traps [165], are limited to droplets which have charge, so are not
suitable for neutral particles. It is straightforward in many instances to charge particles
produced through electrospray or inkjet nozzle techniques. Ion traps offer flexibility
in terms of optical axis to the particle, easy (and sometimes necessary) environmental
control, and sufficient strength to trap a particle ejected from a high velocity stream,
such as those coming from inkjet nozzles. This is something that is more challenging to
achieve using optical trapping.
A typical EDB is made from a set of ring electrodes which are attached to an
AC source. This produces a 3D pseudopotential with a potential minimum capable of
holding a particle against gravity. Endcaps attached to a DC source can then be used
to fine tune the trapping position. EDBs have been used for a number of lasing droplet
studies by Tona et al, exploring the structure of the laser modes [166], the polarisation
properties of the laser emission [167] and how the modes are affected by changes in laser
dye concentration [78]. Lasers containing quantum dots have also been trapped in this
manner [100].
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3.3.4. Superhydrophobic Surfaces The early work on laser droplets clearly indicated
that there was no strict requirement for the droplets to be perfectly spherical, examples
being shape oscillating falling droplets and pendant droplets. The simplest form of
localisation would be to place a droplet on a surface, but the wetting properties of
the kinds of liquids typically used for lasers means that any form of cavity within the
liquid is unlikely to be formed. This problem can be solved by placing the droplets on
appropriately superhydrophobic surfaces which can support nearly spherical droplets. In
this way Kiraz et al [168] were able to produce a tunable optical cavity by environmental
control of the droplet chamber, hence altering their size. The surface was created by
spin coating surface treated silica nanoparticles onto a glass substrate. The droplets
were produced with a simple ultrasonic nebuliser and had typical sizes in the region of
10µm with a calculated contact angle of around 150◦. Cavity Q’s of more than 8000
were measured and the WGMs could be tuned of the order of 9nm. This technique
can also be combined with electrowetting to enable electrically controlled tuning of the
cavity spectrum [169].
This work was carried out in parallel to further work from the same group [170]
looking at lasing from such droplets using water/glycerol droplets of 11-15µm radius.
The droplets have no dye in them and act as Raman lasers, in the glycerol Raman band.
A Q-switched Nd:YAG at 532nm is used as the pump. Using small (∼11µm diameter
droplets) the Q is ∼2000 and only cavity enhanced Raman scattering is observed, no
lasing is present. For slightly larger droplets, say 12.4 microns, there is clear lasing
enhancement in the droplet, see figure 14. Slight differences present here in comparison
to the free space droplets include issues with heat dissipation through the surface and
the ability to make the same droplet lase over and over again. This leads to on/off
lasing behavior, which could be improved via better environmental control, saturating
the background with nitrogen to improve the evaporative colling efficiency.
Figure 14 about here
The blinking dynamics in Raman lasing of water/glycerol droplets is also considered
in [171]. Here the droplets are around 10 to 45 micrometres in diameter and reside in
an electrodynamic trap. The laser stability is not good due to on/off blinking caused by
thermally induced density fluctuations, evident in both single and multimode output.
The blinking is found to increase when the evaporation rate of the droplet increases.The
implication is that the blinking is caused by double resonances (points where the pump
and laser fields are in resonance) in the evaporating droplet, which can then be altered
by controlling the evaporation rate.
By adding water to the droplet the evaporation rate increases as well as the blinking
burst frequency. Increasing the pump fluence also increases the evaporation rate and
has a similar effect. That this works, supports the idea that the lasing heats the droplet
and forces it to evaporate.
Coming back to the initial sequence of surface based work, the final core
demonstration is a conventional dye based laser, using Rh B in the water/glycerol
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mixture [172]. The droplets are a few microns in diameter up to around 20 and supported
both single and occasionally multimode lasing.
Temperature control in these surface droplet systems is perhaps simpler to achieve
than in levitated droplet or falling droplet systems, and in [173] external, active,
temperature control is used to lock the droplet size enabling prolonged lasing from a
single droplet, operating for up to 25 minutes, more than a thousand times longer than
any systems to that point. The droplets are water doped with KCl salt and excited by
a pulsed 532nm laser to produce a Raman laser. At the same time a continuous wave
1064nm laser is focused at the centre of the droplet to enable heating control. This
allows photothermal tuning of the droplet size, and enables the size to be brought into
resonance with the green laser, and resonant absorption of the green light triggers a self-
stabilization process [174, 175, 176]. This maintains the size of the droplet throughout
the experiment, and works when the resonant size of the droplet is approached by the
larger droplet as it evaporates. The rate of evaporation will accelerate due to resonant
heating and the droplet will then move past the resonant point and an instantaneous
laser is observed. However if the droplet approaches the resonant point from a smaller
droplet (from below) the resonant heating acts against any size change by decelerating
the condensation rate as the droplet grows. In turn this same process acts to accelerate
the condensation rate where the size decreases. This produces a stable, locked, operation
point if the resonant point is found by decreasing the input IR laser power and allowing
the droplet to grow until locked. Hence a droplet can be locked to a resonant point
through photothermal control, and is a key component of practical devices for the future.
It is also worth pointing out that droplets sitting on a surface become fairly
straightforward to probe with high precision. In [22] large 100-200µm droplets have light
coupled into them using a tapered optical fibre. A narrowline width laser (<300kHz)
is then scanned to probe the droplet. Q values of the order of 106 can be measured for
such droplets, which are stable over periods of an hour; higher values may be possible
to observe if observed shape fluctuations, induced by thermal processes can be better
controlled.
4. Applications and Outlook
The first review of aerosol characterisation using whispering gallery modes [17] outlines
the core application areas of these techniques, probing key aerosol properties such as
size, surface tension, viscosity, chemical composition and evaporation. However it is fair
to say none of these measurements relies on the droplets acting as lasers, simply that the
droplets act as high enough quality cavities to excite WGMs. Work looking at droplet
coagulation confirms this fact - early work looking at merging laser droplets [177] has
largely been superseded by cavity enhanced Raman spectroscopy [178]. This work is
very valuable, and has made significant impact in the study of aerosols [179], but is no
longer dependent on lasing. Microchemistry too is perhaps more practical using Raman
spectroscopy over laser emission analysis. [180, 181].
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Other interesting work that falls into this category examines evaporation dynamics
and burning rates of alcohols [182]. The study dopes the droplets with Rh 6G and then
measures the cavity peaks to determine the droplet size. The measurements can, for
example, ascertain that droplet evaporation is altered in the presence of other droplets,
but the measurements come with the need to dope the droplets and illuminate with a
nanosecond laser. Earlier work also outlines how WGM analysis can be used in this field
[17]. WGM enabled lasing is not always desirable however, and in [183] the dyes used
are changed to prevent lasing as this can obscure fluorescence measurements designed
to measure droplet temperature.
One could argue that some of the work looking at aerosol sprays falls into a true
application category, but with modern imaging techniques measurement of WGMs in
such examples is perfectly plausible, although lasing does offer advantages in terms of
output signal in a similar manner to the barcoding techniques recently pioneered for
labeling cells [88, 89]. However, such demonstrations were made decades ago and have
never really been taken forward. Is droplet lasing doomed to progress as a technical
innovation seeking a solution?
More practically it would be useful to explore droplet dynamics in a high-
throughput manner, and for many types of experiment the use of sprays would be
beneficial. This shifts us away from the arguments for, and advantages of, localisation
but enables large numbers of droplets to be processed simultaneously with very high
precision. In work from Koç and Yale Universities [184] 2D images of Rh 6G doped
water droplets were taken by pumping droplets from a spray nozzle using a nanosecond
532nm laser. Depending on the size of the droplets and their ability to support WGMs
they either lased (with a characteristic double lasing spot) or for smaller droplets
simply fluoresced. The difference in output colour clearly demonstrated which process
was occurring. The technique works well for larger droplets, and the observed size
distribution was 69.7 µm with a standard deviation of 23.1µm. The technique is able
to offer high temporal resoltuon, ultimately limited by the pulse duration of the pump,
but is limited in use for aerosol sprays with small size distribution due to limitations in
coupling to MDRs. Following individual droplet dynamics (and hence evaporation) in
such a system is difficult, but could be explored using holographic microscopy [185, 186].
In more recent studies in these areas, droplet evaporation dynamics can be probed
using high magnification microscopy, coupled with particle manipulation techniques
[187], enabling single particles to be studied. Future work could push these techniques
towards combustion without the need for droplet lasers [188, 189].
So if the initial outlook for droplet lasers has in many ways been superceded, what
now for the technology? The principle arguments for droplet lasers as opposed to solid
WGM resonators are that they are facile to make, have dynamic properties and that
they enable particles to be placed inside the cavity. They can also interact with other
particles in more complex ways than solid cavities can. Laser droplets in air, perhaps,
offer little real sensing capability over using solid particles or other techniques. The
ability to generate droplets in emulsions, making use of microfluidics will be key for the
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development of the technology, and for biosensing applications if these are to come. One
area where simple sensing has been shown is through the use of FRET encapsulated
within droplets - the application of the FRET signal using the laser cavity is seen to be a
useful technique raising the signal to noise ratio. However until a strong demonstration
of this technique is made showing molecular detection not possible using conventional
techniques the development of the area remains limited. Better interaction between
groups working on lasers and biological scientists is perhaps called for in targeting
specific sensing goals. It also remains an open question if the use of droplets as biosensing
cavities offers significant advantage over, say optofluidic ring resonators integrated with
a microfluidic system. Areas such as biological lasing look interesting for a number of
applications, especially in labelling large numbers of items and in particle tracking, but
the outlook for droplet lasers in these areas is limited, although developing laser droplets
for in-vivo mechanical stress sensing is plausible.
Perhaps the most interesting development in recent times has been the development
of liquid crystal lasers, which offer a more robust droplet than their, typically, aqueous
phase counterparts. These hybrid droplets could enable sample encapsulation for sensing
applications, but would not enable fusion style droplet chemistry. Moreover the basic
physics of the liquid crystal resonators, with different modes of optical entrapment,
make them suitable for a wider range of tools, as well as offering a new route of study in
their own right. They offer simple integration into microfluidics, tunable and controllable
outputs, and should be simple to turn into devices with multiple droplet outputs. There
remains much to be done to make sensors, but the potential is there.
4.1. Challenges and Future Improvements
The challenges that droplet lasing face, in many respects, mirror the advantages they
offer: they are made of fluid, making them tunable and easily made and manipulated,
but this in turn makes them difficult to handle, and their environment has to be stable,
if stable output is desired. They are very small and so can be integrated into miniature
devices, but this severely limits their output power, which means they struggle to
offer useable outputs, limiting their applications to using induced changes in cavity
modes. The major challenge that such techniques face however is simply that by using
alternatives with solid cavities, much the same target applications can be realised, and
realised with much higher sensitivity and precision.
If droplet lasers and resonators are to gain more traction, clearer application goals
need to be developed, methods for reducing the pump requirements need to be explored
and more flexible manipulation techniques need to be implemented. Droplet stability
can be controlled, and indeed, instability can be exploited, but there is still room
for improvement: better emulsion technology and liquid crystals will help here. The
development of improved single droplet manipulation tools such as optical fibre based
tweezers [161] should also help, and more sophisticated beam shaping tools [190] continue
to be developed. These methods will open up new options in the development of sensors
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in extreme environments, for example, probing droplet dynamics in engines, or in-vivo.
Applications such as, studying drug delivery to the lungs, while speculative, might be
plausible with such improvements.
Other advancements that would be useful are better methods of coupling, which
play a role in some of the above. The demonstration of fibre based coupling [66] is
significant in this regard - this method is heavily used by the solid whispering gallery
mode community, and may offer new flexibility in controlled coupling, and enable studies
to be carried out between multiple droplets [191], as well as connected droplets [192].
Very recent work has made use of this technique to produce a new class of lasers -
ripplon lasers [193] - in which Raman class lasers are made using capilliary waves in an
optically trapped droplet. Methods making use of elastomers would seem to offer the
best chance of high parallelization, with microfluidics offering the best option for high
throughput control.
4.2. Conclusions
Droplet lasers have a rich history that can be traced back to the beginnings of the
field of laser technology and continue to evolve as the tools capable of measuring and
sustaining droplet properties improve. They look set to continue to have an interesting
future, but one which probably lies some way from the original aerosol based devices
first demonstrated by Richard Chang. In nearly all aspects the current dye based laser
droplets are identical to those first shown by Chang’s group - the methods of production
may have changed a little, and the ability to localise droplets has clearly improved,
but there seems little scope to really move past the fundamental block on producing
useful amounts of light from such a small cavity with limited gain. There remains
lots to be optimistic about however. New developments have arisen in the past five
years or so, with liquid crystal lasers, biological lasers and much improved integration
with microfluidics; trapping and manipulation techniques continue to advance well
beyond this sphere, and these tools have widespread portability. The field would benefit
substantially through better collaborations with the life sciences, and it is clear that
compelling applications have yet to develop in any substantial way.
There remains much to be done within the field, and hopefully this review can help
to provoke some discussion of how to better develop the technology and look for stronger
applications. As the number of papers in the broader area of droplet resonators shows
good growth [64], there is a lot of hope that the technology will develop to the point
where use of droplet lasers becomes routine.
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Figures
Figure 1: Photograph of the first WGM based laser made form a sphere of CaF2:Sm++.
The sphere has a diameter of ∼ 1-2mm. The rim of the disk is seen to be much brighter
than the interior. Reprinted with permission from [2]. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRev.124.1807
Copyright (2016) by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 2: The first observation of a droplet laser, reprinted with permission from [13].
The three different regions correspond to (A) the peak in the fluorescence spectrum
which overlaps with the tail of the absorption region, (B) has reduced absorption, but the
fluorescence is starting to tail off, (C) has no absorption but a slightly lower fluorescence
again. 595nm is the transition region where the gain exceeds the loss. The three different
plots show the shift from no lasing to lasing. The strong peaks in (B) and (C) are the
lasing modes.
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Figure 3: The threshold plot for the first droplet laser, reprinted with permission from
[13]. This shows a characteristic threshold plot typical for all such droplet lasers, here
for a Rh6G/ethanol droplet, and a threshold of ∼ 10−2W . IC/IA is the ratio of the
intensity in region (C) to that in region (A) from figure 2
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Figure 4: Droplets on a superhydrophobic surface. (a) An SEM image of a PLLA
surface. (b) Droplet on a surface simialr to that in (a). (c) and (d) Brightfield and
fluorescence image of a vitamin doped droplet. In (d) the droplet in the dotted circle is
outside the pump region and does not emit. Scale bar in (b) is 1mm and in (c) and (d)
10µm. Reproduced with permission from [116]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH
& Co. KGaA.
Figure 5: The bacterial laser. In (a) the droplet containing the bacteria sits on a
superhydrophobic surface and is pumped at the edge form below. In (b) the output
spectrum is shown, with the laser spectrum in the solid line, and the bulk emission of
the Venus fluorescent protein in a dotted line. The inset shows an experimental image
of a droplet containing the ∼ 7 cells. The red circle is the point of laser excitation.
Scale bar is 5µm. Reproduced from [60] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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Figure 6: An overview of adipocyte droplet lasers. (a) Shows an adipocyte within a
lipid droplet. (b) Experimental image of adipocytes. (c) Confocal image of an adipocyte
showing a large lipid droplet (orange) which occupies the majority of the cell volume.
The cell nucleus is in blue. (d) Lasing spectrum from a 45µm adipocyte; the inset
shows a fluorescence image of the lasing droplet. (e) Output energy (in arb. units)
against pump energy (nJ). The dashed line is the fit to the fluorescence output below
the threshold point. (f) Two-photon confocal image of adipocytes in fat tissue. The
yellow comes from injected Nile red dye. (g) An in-situ cellular laser. The optical fibre
provides the pump light to the tissue after injection with Nile red dye and collagenase.
(h) Output spectrum from the tissue in (g). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: Nature Photonics [89], copyright (2015)
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Figure 7: Liquid crystal laser droplets. (a) An experimental image of a liquid crystal
droplet in glycerol with pitch of 2.2µm. (b) Close up image of the droplet in (a). Viewed
in the direction of parallel to the disclination line. (c) Liquid crystal droplet exhibiting
a photonic bandgap, viewed under white light illumination using crossed polarisers. (d)-
(f) Omnidirectional laser output: (d) below threshold, (e) at threshold, (f) well above
threshold. Reproduced from [117] with permission.
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Figure 8: (a)-(d) show experimental images and polarised images (second column) of dye
doped cholesteric liquid crystal droplets. The outer shell is ∼140µm. The shell thickness
is 13µm in (a), 17µm in (b), 22µm in (c) and 28µm in (d). In (e) the monodispersity of
the droplets is shown. Reproduced from [125] with permission from The Royal Society
of Chemistry.
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Figure 9: Microfluidic T-junction device capable of producing emulsion lasing droplets.
(a) is a schematic of the device showing dimensions. (b) is an experimental image of
the device in use to produce droplet. Reproduced from [134] with permission.
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Figure 10: Image of an array of microdroplets in a microfluidic cavity capable of acting
as a distributed feedback mirror. Reprinted from [143], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.
(a) (b)
Figure 11: Droplets embedded within an elastomer matrix before and after deformation
of the elastomer. Reproduced from [146] with permission.
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Figure 12: Optical tweezers attract particles to the most intense part of a highly focussed
laser beam, in an analagous manner to a particle attached to a Hookean spring. A
trapped particle will typically sit just above the beam waist, and the force on the
particle is proportional to the displacement x from the optical axis. Figure courtesy of
Dr Craig McDonald.
a b c d
Figure 13: Acoustic levitation of laser droplets. (a) Shows an acoustic levitator device
holding a lasing droplet. (b) The ultrasonic standing wave is able to trap a droplet in a
pressure node. (c) WGM propagation in a spherical resonator. (d) Numerical simulation
of a WGM mode in a 2D cavity. Reproduced from [164] with permission.
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Figure 14: Raman lasing: (a) Spectrum from a 12.4nm diameter droplet exhibiting
Raman lasing. (b) The spectrum from a droplet during the period where no-lasing
occurs. The inset in (a) shows consecutive spectra illustrating this “on-off” behavior.
Reproduced from [170] with permission.
